FITTING INSTRUCTIONS

CONTENTS LIST
2. Fixing Plates
2. Knurled Thumb Screws
4. Plain Washers
4. Small Bushed Washers
2. Large Bushed Washers
4. M5 Pan Head Screws

HEAD BASE
2 x 6.5 Dia Holes
55.0 70.0
50.0
75.0
75.0

KNURLED THUMB SCREW
LARGE NYLON BUSH WASHER
SCREW INTO INSERTS FITTED IN THE BASE OF HEAD UNIT
NYLON WASHER
FIXING PLATE
SMALL NYLON BUSH WASHER
5mm PAN HEAD SCREW
THREAD BUSH ALREADY FITTED TO THE TOP OF LT-212 CABINET
FITTING INSTRUCTIONS

Your fitting kit includes all the parts to secure the L20H Head Unit to the LT-212 Extension Cabinet.

1). Check that you have all the parts to fit a sliding plate on both sides of the Head Unit.

2). Using the dimensions in the diagram, locate the position of the threaded insets in the base of the L20H Head - the holes are pre-drilled, but the covering material will need to be pierced in 2 places on each side.

3). Screw the fixing plates with the plain and small bushed washers to these inserts in the order in the diagram, so that the plates are held firm, but will slide from side to side.

4). Line up the slots in the ends of the plates, with the threaded bushes already fitted into the top of the LT-212 Cabinet, fit the thumb screws and large bushed washers finger tight.
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